Primary Statutory Relationships Education and Health Education –
a roadmap to ensure for comprehensive coverage
The original webinar had suggested dates for each action prior to statutory implementation. Those dates have now passed, but the content of the roadmap is still really useful whilst you adjust to statutory status in a post-Covid-lockdown
educational landscape and it is worth spending time to complete each section fully. The accompanying webinars are still valid, though they were recorded prior to statutory status and so make reference to dates now in the past.

Staff trained to be confident and competent in delivering new curriculum
and dealing with sensitive issues

Agreement of policy and resources by governors

Identify appropriate resources to support your curriculum

Construct policy and scheme of work

Parent consultation – feedback from pupil
consultation and incorporation of the views of parents
into policy and practice
Pupil consultation – what pupils in our school know or
think about positive relationships, growing up and
being healthy

Audit current practice against new
guidance

Governors’ and Senior Leaders’
familiarisation of policy and curriculum
requirements of Statutory Relationships
Education and Health Education

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO

In school training for whole school or targeted staff groups. We
have a webinar course to support subject leaders/SLT and all
teaching staff and also offer bespoke inset training
Consultation with Senior Leadership and Governors. Our Relationships Education

Policy and Practice bespoke sessions can help you with this.
Find trusted RSE tools and resources.
Check out our RSE resources here.

1:1 in-school consultancy with lead staff. Download our

FREE Content Coverage Staff Activity and Sample Policy Framework.
In-school presentation and information sessions with parents.

Download our FREE Sample Parent Consultation Questions.
In school focus groups with pupils. Download our

FREE Sample Pupil Consultation Questions.

1:1 In-school consultancy with lead staff. Download

our FREE Relationships Education and Health Education
Audit Tool and Curriculum Mapping Tool.

Share the Statutory Guidance
Document

HOW TO DO IT

Work your way up the RSHE roadmap to discover how to demonstrate you have fully prepared for statutory status. On the left, discover the steps needed to ensure full coverage.
On the right you will see tips and a variety of resources that will help you with this. Just click on the links (underlined) to read and download them. All of the resources and
information provided have come from our Primary School Relationships Education programme aimed at further enhancing your organisation and delivery.
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